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AcpaHacheB r.H., KaprnBeHKo B.f., CTenaHOBCKHH IO.TI. E2-99-5 
0 3a,uaqe TaMMa B TeOpllll ll3nyqeHH51 BaBHnOBa-qepeHKOBa 

llaH aHanH3 H3BeCTHOH 3a,uaq1J TaMMa, KOTOpa51 onHcbrnaeT ,llBH)Keime 3ap51)KeH
HOH qaCTHUbl Ha KOHeqHoM lJHTepBane co CKOpOCTblO, npeBbllllalOIUeH CKOpOCTb 
CBeTa B Bemecrne. J.13 cpaBHeHH51 npH6nH)KeHHbIX cpopMyn TaMMa C TOqHbIMH. 
cne,llyeT, qTo cpopMym1 TaMMa He onHCb!BaJOT a,neKBaTHO qepeHKOBCKOe H3nyqeime. 
TaK)Ke npoauanH3HpoBaHa H3BecTHa51 cpopMyna TaMMa cos 0T = 1 / ~n, onpe,llen5110-

llla51 MaKCHMYM <l>ypbe-KOMilOHeHT Hanp51)KeHHOCTeH non51. qHcneHHblH ammH3 
IlOKa3bIBaeT, qTo <l>ypbe-KOMilOHeHTbl uanp51)KeHHOCTeH non51 HMelOT qeTKO Bbipa
)KeHHblH MaKCHMYM npH 0 = 0T TOnbKO ,lln51 ,llOCTaToquo Manora lJHTepBana ,llBlJ)Ke-

Hll51 3ap51)KeHHOH qaCTHUbl. C yBenlJqeHHeM lJHTepBana ,llBlJ)KeHll51 Il051Bn51eTC51 MHOro 
MaKCHMYMOB. lln51 ,llBH)KeHH51 Ha 6eCKOHequoM lJHTepBane uanp51)KeHHOCTll non51 
COCT051T ll3 6ecKOHeqHoro qlJcna MaKCHMYMOB 0,llllHaKOBOH aMnnHry,llbl. KBaHTOBblH 
aHanll3 cpopMynhI TaMMa npHBO,llllT K TeM )Ke pe3ynhTaTaM. 
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On Tamm's Problem in the· Vavilov-Cerenkov Radiation Theory 

We analyse the well-known Tamm's problem treating the charge motion 
on a finite space interval with the velocity exceeding light velocity in medium. 
By comparing Tamm's approximate formulae with the exact ones we prove that 
the former do not properly describe Cerenkov radiation terms. We also investigate 
Tamm' s formula cos 0T = 1 / ~n defining the position of the maximum of the field 

strengths in the Fourier representation. Numerical analysis of the Fourier 
components of field strengths shows that they have a well pronounced maximum 
at 0 = 0T only for the charge motion on the sufficiently small interval. As 

an interval grows, many maxima appear. For the charge motion on an infinite 
interval there is infinite number. of maxima of the same amplitude. The quantum 
analysis of Tamm's. formula leads to the same results. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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1 Introduction 

In 1888 0. Heaviside considered an infinite charge motion in the nondispersive dielectric 
infinite mediurp. (I]. He showed that a specific radiation arises when the charge velocity 
u exceeds the light velocity in medium c,,. This radiation is confined to the cone with a 
solution angle sin0c = 1//Jn- Here f3n = v/cn. The Poynting vector being perpendicular 
to this cone has the angle 

COS Oc = 1/ /Jn (1.1) 

with the motion axis. This radiation was experimentally observed by P.A. Cerenkov in 
1934 [2]. Unfortunately, Heaviside's studies had been forgotten until 1974 when they 
were revived by A.A. Tyapkin (3] and T.R. Kaiser (4]. 

I.E. Tamm and I.M. Frank (5] without knowing the previous Heaviside investigations 
explained Cerenkov's experiments solving the Maxwell equations in the Fourier repre
sentation and subsequently returning to the usual space-time representation. The use of 
the Fourier representation permitted them to treat the dispersive media as well. For the 
non-dispersive media they confirmed the validity of Eq.(1.1) defining the direction of the 
Cerenkov radiation. 

In 1939 LE.Tamm (6] considered the uniform motion of a point charge on the finite 
space interval with the velocity v exceeding the light velocity in medium Cn, Here Cn = 
c/n(w), n(w) is-the frequency-dependent refraction index of the medium'. He showed 
that Fourier components of electromagnetic field strengths have a sharp maximum at I.he 
angle 

cos Or = I/ f3n ( 1.2) 

with the motion axis. Here f3n = v/cn(w). Later (see, e.g., (7]) Eq.(1.2) was applied to 
the charge motion in an infinite medium. 

On the other hand, in Ref. (8] the uniform motion of a point charge was considered 
in an infinite dispersive medium with a one-pole electric permittivity ( = n 2 chosen in a, 
standard way (9]: 

((w) = 1 + _ii_ w5 -w2· 
(Ll) 

This expression is a suitable extrapolation between the static case ((0) = l + wlf w'fi and 
the high-frequency limit (( oo) = 1. The electromagnetic potentials, field strengths and 
the energy flux were evaluated on the surface of a cylinder co-axial with the charge axis 
motion z. They had the main maximum at those points of the cylinder surface where in 
the absence of dispersion it intersects by the Cerenkov singular cone and smallcr maxima
in the interior of this cone. On the other hand, the Fourier transforms of these q11ant.itics 
were oscillating functions of z and, therefore, of the scattering angle 0 ( z = r cos 0) 
without a pronounced maximum at cosO = 1//Jn- This disagrees with the validity of 
Eq.(1.2) (not (1.1)) for the infinite charge motion. 

Further, Zrelov and Ruzicka ([10,11]) numerically investigat.ed Tamm's problem and 
came to the paradoxical result that Tamm's formulae (which, as they believed, describe 
Cerenkov's radiation) can he interpreted as interference of two bremsstrahlung (BS) 
waves emitted at the beginning and end of motion. 

Slightly later the exact solution of the same problem in the absence of dispersion has 
been found in (12]. It wa.~ shown there that Cerenkov's radiation can by no means be 
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reduced to the interference of two BS waves. 
These inconsistencies and the fact that formula (1.2) is widely used for the identification 
of Cerenkov radiation even for the uniform infinite charge motion enable us to reexamine 
Tamm's problem anew. 

The plan of our exposition is as follows. In Sect. 2, we reproduce step by step the 
derivation of Tamm's formulae. In Sect. 3, by comparing approximate Tamm's formulae 
with exact ones we prove that they do not describe Cerenkov's radiation properly. The 
reason for this is due to the approximations involved in their derivation. Quantum 
analysis of Tamm 's formula is given in Sect. • 4. In Sect. 5, we analyze the validity 
of Tamm's formula (1.2) for different intervals of charge motion. We c~nclude that it 
is certainly valid for small intervals and breaks for larger ones. This is also supported 
by the analytical formula available for the infinite charge motion. On the other hand, 
the Tamm-Frank formula (LI) is valid even for the dispersive media: it approximately 
defines the position of main intensity maximum in the usual space-time representation 
(18]). A short discussion of the results obtained is given in section 6. 

Some precaution is needed. When experimentally investigating charge motion on a· 
finite interval (13], one usually considers an electron beam entering a thin transparent 
slab from vacuum , its propagation inside the slab and the subsequent passing into the 
vacuum on the other side of the slab. The so-called transition radiation ((14]) arises on 
the slab interfaces. In this investigation we deal with a pure Tamm's problem: electron 
starts at a given point in medium, propagates with a given velocity and then stops at 
a second point. This may be realized, e.g., for the electron propagation in water where 
the distance between successive scatters is ~ lµm, which is approximately twice the 
wavelength of the visible Cerenkov radiation [15]. 

2 Tamm's problem 

Tamm considered the following problem. The point charge rests at the point z = -z0 of 
the z axis up to a moment t = -t0 • In the time interval -to < t < t0 it uniformly moves 
along the z axis with the velocity v greater than the light velocity in medium c,,. For 
t > to the charge again rests at the point z = Zo- The non-vanishing z Fourier component 
of the vector potential (VP) is given by 

Aw=! 1•o _Rl iw(x', y', z') exp (-iwRf c)dx'dy'dz', 
C -zo I(; 

where R = ((x - x')2 + (y - y')2 + (z - z')2]1l2, iw = 0 for z' < -z0 and z' > z0 and 
iw = eo(x')o(y')exp(-iwz'/v)/2rr for -zo < z' < Zo. Inserting all this into Aw and 
integrating over x' and y' one gets 

e jzo dz' z' R Aw(x,y,z) = -
2 

-R exp(-iw(-+ -)], 
'lrC -zo V C,, 

R = (p2 + (z - z')2] 1l2, p2 = x2 + y 2
• (2.1) 

At large distances from the charge ( R > > z0 ) one has : R = Ro - z' cos 0, cos O = z /Ro. 
Inserting this into (2.1) and integrating over z' one gets 

A ( ) ef3q(w) ( . D/ ) ( ) sin (wto(l - f3n cos O)] 
w p, z = ~ exp -_iw,t() Cn , q w = /3 O • 

'lr,t()W . ------1- nCOS 

r Gtroti;:;iii,'1,lll m,:Thl'JY l 
~ ~s~~SidX &ci~,a~lllUfl 
i swsm10TEKA .....-....·. ~- -

(2.2) 



Now we evaluate the field strengths. In the wave zone where~>> c/nw one obtains 

2e(J 100 

H¢ =-~sin 0 nq(w) sin[w(t - ~/Cn)]dw, 
7rC,<-O 0 

Ep = -
2

e(J sin0cos0 f
00 

q(w)sin[w(t- ~/en)]dw, 
1rc~ lo 

2e(J 100 

Ez = ~ sin2 0 q(w) sin[w(t - ~/cn)]dw. 
7rC,<-O 0 (2.3) 

It should be noted that only the 0 spherical component of E differs from zero 

2e(J 100 

Er= 0, Eo = ---sin0 q(w)sin[w(t - ~/cn)]dw. 
7rC~ 0 

Consider now the function q(w). For wt0 >>lit goes into 1ro(l -/Jn cos0). This means 
that under these conditions Ew and fiw have a sharp maximum for 1 - /Jn cos 0 = 0. Or, 
in other words, photons with the energy liw should be observed at the angle cos 0 = 1 / /Jn. 

The energy flux through the sphere of the radius ~ is 

W = ~ j Sr sin 0d0dcp, 

Inserting Eo and H</> one obtains 

Sr= .!_EoHcp. 
41r 

2e2(J21oo 
W = -- nJ(w)dw, 

7rC 0 
J(w) = fo

00 

q2 sin0d0. 

For wt0 >> 1, J can be evaluated in a closed form 

1 1 + /Jn 
J = JBs = f32n2 (In II - /Jnl - 2/Jn) for /Jn < l and 

1rwt0 1 
J = JBs + Jeh, Jeh = --:a.;-(I - /3;.) for f3n > l. (2.4) 

Tamm identified JBs with the spectral distribution of the bremsstrahlung BS , arising 
from instant acceleration and deceleration of the charge at the moments ±t

0
, resp. On the 

other hand, Jeh was identified with the spectral distribution of the Cerenkov radiation. 
This is ~upported by the fact that 

2e
2
(J

2
1

00 
2e

2
/J

2
t h l Weh = -- nJeh(w)dw = --
0 wdw(l - (3

2
). 

7rC O C /3n>I n 
(2.5) 

strongly resembles the famous Frank-Tamm formula (5) for an infinite medium obtained 
in a quite different way. 

In the absence of dispersion Eqs.(2.3) are easily integrated: 

T e(Jsin 0 
H<t> = ~( (3, 0) {o[c,.(t - to)-~+ z0 cos0] -o[c,.(t + t0)- ~ -z0cos0]}, 1 - nCOS 

El= e(J sin 0 . 
~n(l - /Jn cos0) {o[c,.(t-to)-~+zo cos0]-o[en(t+to)-~-Zo cos 0]} (2.6). 

Superscript T means that these expressions originate from Tamm's field strengths (2.2). 
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3 Comparison with exact solution 

3.1 Exact solution 

On the other hand, in Ref. (12) there was given an exact solution of the treated prob.: • 
!em (i.e., the superluminal charge motion on the finite space interval) in the absence of 
dispersion. It is assumed that a point charge moves on the interval ( -z0 , z0 ) lying inside 
S0 • The charge motion begins at the moment t = -t0 = -z0/v and terminates at the 
moment t= fo = z0 /v. For£onvenience we shall refer to the BS shock waves emitted at 
the beginning of the charge motion (t = -t0) and at its terinination (t = to) as the BS1 
and BS2 shock waves, resp. ·' · · " 

In the wave .zone the field strengths are of the form ((12)) 

- - - - -(If -c2> - - -E = EBs + Eeh, EBs = EBs + EBs H = HBs + Heh, 

ii= H¢n,f>, H,f> = HBs+ Heh, 
· ' (1) (2) 

HBs = HBs + HBs· (3.1) 

Here 

-c1) e(J o(cn(t + to) - r1] r sin 0 -(I) ·E-(2) - e(J o[c,.(t - to) - r2] r sin 0 -(2) 
EBs = - no , BS - /3 (· . ) , - no .. , n f3n ( z + Zo) - r1 r1 n · n z - Zo - r2 r2_ 

- 2 ·, . 
Eeh = --o(c,.t - R,.,.)8(P,n + Zo - z)8(-P,n + Zo + z)ii,-,i; 

frm"fn . . . . . ·,· ·--. 
(I) . (Jo[cn( t + to) - ri] r. sl~ 0 H(2) •13· o[c,.( t - to) --:...r2]rsin 0 

HBs = -e ) ' BS= e (3· ( ) - •. ,, · f3n(z + Zo ,- r1 r1 n z - Zo :- r2 'r2 -· 
2 . . . . .. 

Heh = ~o(cnt - Rm)8(p'in + Zo - z)8(-P,n + Zo + z)ii¢, ., 
rm"YnyfP · 

"Yn = II - /J~l-112, r1 = [(z + .:Zo)2 + p2] 112, r2,,; [(z - zo)2 + p2]1l2, 

rm= [(z - vt)2-:;-- p2f"Y~] 112, Rm= (z +Phn)//Jn, 

n~l) = [iip(z + zo) - piiz]/r1, n~2) = [iip(z - zo) - piiz]/r2, iim = (iip - nzhn)//Jn, 

The meaning of this notation is as follows: r = ,/z2+pI is the distance of the observation 

point from the origin (it coincides with Tamm's ~); r1 = ✓(z + z0) 2 + p2 and_ r 2 = 
✓(z - z0 ) 2 + p2 are the distances of the observation point from the points of the ~otion 
axis where the instant acceleration (at t = -to) and.deceleration (at t = t0) take place. 
Correspondingly, o functions o(c,.(t + t0J- ri] and ·o[c,.(t-t0)-' r 2) describe spherical BS 
shock waves emitted at these moments; n~1) and n~1

) are the unit vectors tangent to the _ 
above spheric~! waves •and lying in th~- cp' = const plane; Egl, Egl, figl and Jigl are the • 
electric and. magnetic field strengths of the BS shock waves. The function o( c,.t - Rm) 
describes the position of the Cerenkov shock wave (CSW). The inequali~ies R,.,. < c,.t 
and Rm > cnt correspond to the points lying inside.the VC cone and outside it, resp.; iim 
is the vector lying on the surface of the Vavilov-C~renkov (VC) cone; rm is the so-called. 
Cerenkov singularity: rm = 0 on the VC cone surface; Eeh and Heh a;e the electric and 
magnetic field strengths describing CSW; Ee,,:· and Heh are infinite on the surface of 
the VC(cone.and vanish outside it. Inside the VC cone Eeh and ii~;. d-~crease as r-:-2 at -
large distances and, therefore, do not •give contributio~ in the wave zone ~here only the._ 

-- ,,f - . - \ - _,.. 

radiation terms are essential. · · · 
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3.2 Comparison with Tamm's-solution 

At large distances one may develop r 1 and r2 in (3.1): r 1 = r+zocos 0, r2 = r-zocos 0. 
Here r = Ro = [p2 + z2]1l2

• Neglecting z0 compared with r in the denominators of EBs 
and HBs in (3.1), one gets 

ET= EBs, HT= iiBs, E =ET+ Eeh, ii= HT+ Heh, 

where ET and HT are the same as in Eq.(2.6). This means that Tamm's field strengths 
(2.6) decribe only the bremsstrahlung and do not contain the Cerenkov singular terms. 
Correspondingly, the maxima of their Fourier transforms refer to the BS radiation. 
To elucidate why the Cerenkov. radiation is absent in Eqs. (2.4); we consider the product 
of two 0 functions entering into the definition (3.1) of Eeh and Heh: 

0(P,'n + Zo - z)0(-P"Yn + Zo + z). 

If for 
zo < < P'Yn - z = r( ')'n sin 0 - cos 0) (3.2) 

one naively neglects the term zo inside the 0 functions, the product of two 0 functions 
reduces to 0(P"Yn - z)0(-P,n + z) that is equal to zero. In this case the Cerenkov 
radiation drops out. 

We prove now that essentially the same approximation was implicitly made during 
the transition from (2.1) to (2.2). When changing R under the sign of exponent in (2.1) 
by Ro - z' cos 0 it was implicitly assumed that the quadratic term in the development of 
R is small as compared to the linear one. Consider this more carefully. We develop R up 
to the second order: 

12 

R ~ Ro-z'cos0+ ;R sin20. 

Under the sign of exponent in (2.1) the following terms appear 

z' 1 z'2 

- + -(Ro- z' cos0 + -sin20). 
V Cn 2Ro 

We collect terms involving z' 

z' l · z' . 2 -[(- - cos0) + -srn 0]. 
Cn fln 2Ro 

Taking for z' its maximal value z0 , we present the condition for the second term in the 
development of R to be small in the form 

zo << 2Ro(;n -cos0)/sin20 

It is seen that the right-hand side of this equation and ~hat of Eq.(3.2) vanish for cos 0 = 
1/ fln, i.e., at the angle where the Cerenkov radiation exists. This means that the Cerenkov 
radiation is due to the neglected second-order term in the development of R. Or, in other 
words, the absence of the Cerenkov radiation in Eqs. (2.5) is due to the omission of 
second-order terms in the development of R. 
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3.3 Space distribution of shock waves 

Consider space distribution of the electromagnetic field (EMF) at the fixed moment of 
time. It is convenient to deal with the space distribution of the magnetic vector potential 
rather than with that of field strengths. · 
The exact electromagnetic potentials are equal to ([12)) 

!cf>= cf>1 + cf>2 + cf>m, 
1 
-Az = flcl>m. 

• µ 

Here 
e · zo 

c1> 1 = -0(r1 - ent - fl-), r, n 

e zo) 
cf>2 = -0(cnt - r2 - -/J , 

r2 . n 

cl>m = cf>~l + cJ>!:l + cf>~l, A,= A~t) + A~2J + A~3), (3.3) 

( ) efl zo · zo 
Az' = -0(P"Yn - z - zo)0(-fl + r2 - Cnt)0(cnt + -fl - r, ), 

Tm n n 

(2) efl · ) 0 ( zo ) ( zo ) Az = -0(z - Zo - P'Yn • r, - Cnt - -;:;- 8 Cnt.- -fl -T2 , 
Tm . }Jn n 

fl . 
A~3l = ,:_8(zo + P'Yn - z)0(z + zo - P'Yn)0(cnt - Rm)· 

rm 
zo zo 

[0(r, - Cnt - fl)+ 0(fln + r2 - Cnt)], 

(for simplicity we have omitted theµ factor). 
Theta functions 0(ent + -ff;;- r 1) and 0(r1 - cnt - -ff;;) define space regions which, corre
spondingly, have and have not been reached by the the BS1 shock wave. 
Similarly, theta functions 0( cnt - -ff;;- r2) and 0(r2 - cnt +-ff;;) define space regions which 
correspondingly have and have not been reached by the the BS2 shock wave. 
Finally, theta function 8( cnt - Rm) defines space region that has been reached by the 
csw. 
The potentials cf> 1 and cf>2 correspond to the electrostatic fields of the charge resting at 
z = -zo up to a moment -to and at z = ;,o after the moment t0 whilst cf> 111 and A= 
describe the field of a moving charge. Schematic representation of the shock wa\·es po
sition at the fixed moment of time is shown in Fig. 1. In the space regions 1 and 2 
corresponding to z < P'Yn - zo and z > P'Yn + z~, resp., there are observed only BS shock 
waves. In the space region 1, at the fixed observation point the BS, shock wave ( defined 
by ent + zo/ fln = r1) arrives first and BS2 wave ( defined by c,.t - ::o/ /J,. = r2) later. In 
the space region 2, these waves arrive in the reverse order. In the space region 3, defined 
by P'Yn - zo_ <'z < P'Yn + zo, there are BS1, BS2 and CSW defined by the equation 
ent = Rm• Before the arrival of the CSW (i.e., for Rm > ent) there is an electrostatic 
field of a charge resting at z = -z0 • After the arrival of the last of the BS shock waves 
there is an electrostatic field of a charge resting at z = zo. The space region, where cf>m 
(and, therefore, the field of a movi_ng charge) differs from zero, lies between the BS1 and 
BS2 shock waves in the regions 1 and 2 and between CSW and one of the BS shock 
waves in the region 3 (for details see Ref. [12)). Space region 3 in its turn consists of 
two subregions 31 and 32 defined by the equations P'Yn - z0 < z < (p2

1~ + ::U fl~) 1l 2 and 
(p2

1~ + zU fl~) 1l 2 < z < P"Yn + zo, resp. In the region 3, at first there arrive C SW, then 
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BS1 and, finally, BS2 • In region 32 two last waves arrive in the reverse order. 
The polarization vectors of bremsstrahlungs·are tangential to the spheres BS

1 
and BS

2 
and lie in the</>= const plane coinciding with the plane of Fig.I. They are directed along 
the unit vectors n~1

) and n~21
, resp. The polarization vector of CSW (directed along 1im) · 

lies on the CSW. It is shown by the solid line in Fig.I and also lie:s :in the </> = const 
plane. The magnetic field having only the </> nonvani~hing component is normal to the 
plane of figure. The Poynting vectors defining the di~ection of the energy transfer are 
normal to BS1, BS2 and CSW, resp. . 

The Cerenkov radiation in the (p, z) plane differs from ~ero inside the narrow beam of 
the width 2zo sin Oc, where (Jc is the inclination of the beam towards the motion axis 
(cos (Jc = 1/ /Jn)- When the charge velocity tends to the velocity of light_ in medium, the 
width of the above beam as well as the inclination angle tend to zero. That is, in this 
case the beam propagates in a nearly forward direction. 

3.4 Time evolution of the electromagnetic field on the sphere 
surface 

Consider the distribution of VP (in units e/ lloJ on the sphere S
0 

of the radius /lo at 
different moments of time. There is no EMF on S0 up to a moment Tn = l - co(l + 1/ /Jnl. 
Here Tn = Cnt/ flo. In the time interval 

1 1 
1 - co(l + /J) $ !n $ l - co(l - /3) (3.4) 

BS radiation begins to fill the back part of S0 corresponding to the angles 

-1 < cos(J < -
1 

[(Tn + /Jlo )2 
- 1 - cil (3.5) 

2co n 

(Fig. 2, curve 1). In the time interval 

( 1 [ lo )2l1/2 1 - lo 1 - -) $ Tn $ l - (-
/Jn /Jn"/n (3.6) 

BS radiation begins to fill the front part of S0 as well: 

1 [ 2 Co 21 -l+f -(T. --) <cosO<l. 2co o n /Jn - -

The illuminated back part of S0 is still given by (3.5) (Fig. 2, curve 2). The finite jumps 
of VP shown in these figures lead to the a-type singularities in Eqs. (3.1) defining BS 
electromagnetic strengths. In· the time intervals (3.4) and (3.6) these jumps have a finite 
height. The vector potential is maximal at the angle at which the jump occurs. The 
height of the BS shock wave jump and the value of VP tend to infinity at the angles 

fo 1 fo 2l 1/2 lo · 1 fo 2 1/2 cos 01 = - 22 + -[l - (--) and · cos 02 = 22 + -[l - (--) J . (3. 7) 
/Jn "In /Jn /Jn"/n /Jn "In /Jn /Jn"/n 

which are reached at the time 

Tch = entch = [l _ ( ~ )2]1/2 
/lo /Jn"ln 
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(Fig. 2, curve 3) and correspond to the intersection of So by the lines z = fYYn - zo and 
z = P"ln + z0 , resp. (Fig.I). At this moment the illuminated front and back parts of So 
are given by -1 < cos (J < cos 01 and cos 02 < cos (J < l, resp. At the moment t = tch 
the Cerenkov shock wave intersects So at the angles 01 and 02. 
Beginning from this moment, the CSW intersects the.sphere So at the angles . 

cos (J = Tn - - 1-(1 - T 2)112 . and cos (J = Tn + - 1-(1 ~ T 2)1l 2. 
/Jn f3n"fn · n /Jn /Jn"ln n 

The positions of the BS1 and BS2 shock waves are given by 

1 [ Co 2 2l 1 [. 2 ( lo )2l cos (J = - (Tn + -(3} - 1 - c0 and cos (J = -
2 

1 + f 0 - Tn - -(3 , 
2~ n ~ n 

respectively (i.e., BS shock waves follow after CSW)". Therefore, at this moment BS fills 
the angle regions 

. 1 [ fo 2 2] -1 $ cos (J $ -
2 

(Tn + -/3) - 1 - f 0 and 
fo n 

1 [ · 2 ( lo )2l -
2 

1 + fo - Tn - -/3 $ cos (J $ l, 
fo n 

while VC radiation occupies the angle interval 

Tn l 2 1/2 Tn l 2 1/2 cos01 $ cosO $ - - --(1 -Tn) and - + --(1-Tn) $ cosO $ cos 02. 
/Jn /Jn"ln · f3n f3n"fn 

Therefore, VC radiation field and BS overlap in the regions 

1 [ fo 2 21 Tn l 2 1/2 -(Tn+-) -l-c0 $cos0$----(l-Tn) and 
2fo /Jn /Jn /Jn "In 

Tn l 2 l/2 1 [ 2 ( fo )2l - + --(l -Tn) $ cosO $ - 1 + f 0 -. Tn - -
/Jn /Jn "In 2fo /Jn 

BS1 and BS2 have finite jumps in this angle interval (Fig. 3). The non-illuminated part 
of S0 is 

Tn l ( 2)1/2 Tn 1 ( 2)1/2 - - - 1 - T < cosO < - + - 1 - T . 
/Jn /Jn "In n - - /Jn /Jn "In n 

This lasts up to a moment Tn = l when the Cerenkov shock wave intersects So only once 
at the point corresponding to the angle cosO = l/f3n ( Fig. 4). The positions of the BS1 
and BS2 shock waves at the moment Tn = l are given by 

1 ~ 1 ~ 
cos (J = - - -- and cos (J = - + --

/Jn 2/J;.7;. /Jn · 2{3;.7;. ' 

resp. Again, the jumps of BS waves have finite heights while the Cerenkov potentials 
(and field strengths) are infinite at the angle cos(J = 1//Jn where CSW intersects So 
After the moinent Tn = l, CSW leaves So. However, the Cerenkov post-action still· 
remains (Fig. 5). At the subsequent moments of time the BS1 and BS2 shock waves 
approach each other. They meet at the moment 

Tn = (1 + (~)2)112_ 
· /Jn"/n 

(3.8) 
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The corresponding angle is 

cosO = ~[1 + (~)21112. 
/Jn fln'Yn 

After this moment BS shock waves pass through each other and begin to go away from 
each other (Fig. 6). Now BS1 and BS2 move along the front and back semi-spheres, 
resp. There is no EMF on the part of So lying between them. The illuminated parts of 
So are now given by 

1 2 ( lo )2I -1 $ cosO $ -[1 + lo - Tn - -fl and 
2lo n 

1 [( lo 2 2I -
2 

Tn + -fl) - 1 - lo $ cos O $ 1. 
lo n 

The electromagnetic field is zero inside the angle interval 

1 [ 2 lo 2 1 [ lo 2 2I - 1 + lo - (Tn - -fl) I $ cos O $ - (Tn + -fl) - 1 - lo 
2lo n 2lo n 

After the moment of time (3.8) BS1 and BS2 may occupy the same angular positions 
cos02 and cos01 like BS2 and BSi shown in Fig. 2. But now their jumps are finite. After 
the moment 

1 
Tn = 1 + lo(l - fln) 

the front part of S0 begins not to be illuminated (Fig. 7). The illuminated back part of 
So is given by 

2(1 + lo) 2lo 
-1 < cosO <-1+--- --. 

- - fln fl;. 

In the subsequent time the illuminated part of S0 is given by 

1 [ 2 lo )2I -1$cos0$-
2 

l+l0 -(Tn--fl 
lo n 

As time goes, the illuminated part of S0 diminishes. Finally , after the moment 

. 1 
Tn = 1 + lo(l + fl) 

the EMF radiation leaves the surface of So (and its interior). 
For smali'lo = zo/ R.o the Cerenkov singular radiation occupies the angular region 

1 lo 1 lo 
fl--fl2 2$cosO$fl-+fl2 2' 

n nln n · nln 

while BS is infinite at the boundary points of this interval (i.e., at cos O = /31 ± ~/3;, ). 
n n'Yn 

In the opposite case ( lo ~ 1) the singular Cerenkov radiation field is confined to the 
angular region 

2 

/3
2-l$cosO<l 
n - ' 

while BS has singularities at cos O = PI - 1, and cos O = 1. 
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We summarize here main differences between Cerenkov radiation and bremsstrahlung: 
On the sphere So VC radiation occupies the angular region 

cos01 $ cosO $ cos 02, 

where 01 and 02 are given by Eq. (3.7). At each particular moment of time Tn in the 
interval 

[1- (~)2l1/2 $ Tn $ 1 
fln'Yn • 

the VC electromagnetic potentials and field strengths are infinite at the angles 

Tn 1 r;--;;;;;_ 
cosO = - - --yl -T; and 

fln fln'Yn n 
0 

T n I r;--;;;;;_ 
cos =-+--yl-T; 

fln fln 'Yn n · 

After the moment Tn = 1 the Cerenkov singularities leave the sphere S0 , but the Cerenkov 
post-action still remains. This lasts up to the moment Tn = [1 + ( ~13 , )2)112. 

n"ln 

On the other hand, BS runs over all the sphere So in the time interval 

1 - co(l + ;;?$ Tn $ 1 + E
0

(1 + 7Jl· 
The vector potential of BS is infinite only at the angles 01 and 02 at the particular 
moment of time Tn = J1 - c5/ fl;.-y;.. For other times the VP of BS exhibits finite jumps 
in the angle interval -,r $ 0 $ 1r. The BS electromagnetic field strengths are infinite 
at those angles. Therefore, Cerenkov singularities of the vector potential run over the 
region cos01 $ cosO $ cos02 of the sphere S0 , while the BS vector potential is infinite 
only at the angles 01 and 02 where BS shock waves meet CSW. 

3.5 Comparison with Tamm's vector potential 

Now we evaluate Tamm's VP 

AT= l dwexp(iwt)A.., 
-oo 

Substituting here Aw given by (2.1 ), we get in the absence of dispersion 

efl 1 1 
AT = -:-0[co - (Tn - 1)/(-fl - cos 0)1 · 0(co + (Tn - 1)/(-fl - cos 0)1. (3.9) 

;R . n n 

Here R = {[z(l - fln cos 0) - vt + R.oflnl 2 + p2 (1 - fln cos0)2}l/2
• 

This VP is obtained also from A, given by (3.3) if we leave in it the terms A~1l and 
Ai2> describing BS in the regions 1 and 2 (see Fig.I) (with omitting z0 in the factors 
0(P'Yn - z - z0 ) and 0(z - zo - P'Yn) entering into them) and drop the term A~3l which is 
responsible (as we have learned from the previous section) for the VC radiation and BS 
in region 3 and which vanishes for c0 = 0. It is seen at once that A, is infinite only at 

Tn=l, cosO=l/fln- (3.10) 
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This may be compared with the exact consideration of the previous section which shows 
that the BS part of A, is infinite at the moment 

Tch = Cntch = [l _ ( ~ )2]1/2 (
3

.
11

) 
~ f3n'Yn 

at the angles cos 81 and cos82 defined by (3.7). It is seen that Eq.(3.11), cos 0
1 

and cos 82 
transform into (3.9) when c0 ➔ 0. Due to the dropping of the Ap> term in (3.3) and the 
omission of terms containing c0 in cos 01 and cos 02, BS1 and BS

2 
waves have now the 

common infinite maximum at cosO = 1/f3n-

The analysis of (3.9) shows that Tamm's VP is distributed over S
0 

in the following 
way. There is no EMF of the moving charge up to the moment Tn = l - c

0
(1 + 1/f3n)-

~ 1 1 
1 - co(l + f3J < Tn < l - co(I - (3) 

EMF fills only the back part of S0 , 

1 1 ·· 
-1 < cosO < - - -(1 -Tn) 

f3n lo 
(Fig. 8, curve 1). In the time interval 

1 1 
1 - co(I - -) < Tn < l + co(l - -) 

f3n f3n 
the illuminated parts of S0 are given by 

1 1 1 1 · 
-1 < cosO < -(3 - -(1 -Tn) and a +.-(1 -Tn) < cosO < 1 

n ~ Pn ~ 
' 

(Fig. 8, curves 2 and 3). The jumps of the BS1 and BS2 shock waves are finite. As 
Tn tends to 1, the BS1 and BS2 shock waves approach each other and fuse at Tn = I. 
Tamm' VP is infinite at this moment at the angle cosO = 1/f3n (Fig. 9). For 

. 1 
1 < Tn < l + co(l - f3n) 

the BS shock waves pass through each other and begin to go away from each other, BS
1 and BS2 filling the front and back parts of So, resp. (Fig. 10): 

1 1 
a+ -(Tn - 1) < cosO < 1 (BSi) and 
Pn fo 

For larger times 

. 1 1 
-1 < cosO < - - -(Tn - 1) (BS2). 

/3n fo 

1 1 
1 + co(l - (3) < Tn < l + co(l + f3) 

only back part of So is illumihated: 

-1 < cosO < 2_. _ _!_(Tn - 1) (BS2). 
f3n lo · > 

Finally, for Tn > 1 + fo(l + 1/f3n) there is no radiation field on S
0 

and inside it. 
Roughly speaking, Tamm 's vector potential (3.9) describing evolution of BS shock waves 
in the absence of CSW imitates it in the neighbourhood of cosO = l/f3n• 
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4 Quantum analysis of Tamm's formula 

We turn now to the quantum consideration of Tamm's formula. The usual approach 
proceeds as follows [16]. Consider the uniform rectilinear (say, along the z axis) motion 
of a point charged particle with the velocity v. The conservation of energy-momentum is 
written as 

p=jl +nk, £ = £' +nw, (4.1) 

where p,£ and fl,£' are the 3- momentum and energy of the initial and final states of the 
moving charge; nk and nw are the 3-momentum and energy of the emitted photon. We 
present ( 4.1) in the 4-dimensional form 

p- nk = p', p = (p,£/c). (4.2) 

Squaring both sides of this equation and taking into account that p2 = rf2 = -m2c2 (m 
is the rest mass of a moving charge), one gets · 

(pk)=nk2 /2, k=(k,k0 ), k0 =w/c. (4.3) 

Or, in a more manifest form 

1 2 1 
cos Ok= -(1 + ~ nw) 

f3n 2 £ · 
( 4.4) , 

Here f3n = v/en, en= c/n is the light velocity in medium, n is its refractive index. When 
deriving ( 4.4) it was implicitly suggested that the absolute value of photon 3- momentum 
and its energy are related by the Minkowski formula: lkl = w/en. 
When the energy of the emitted Cerenkov photon is much smaller than the energy of a 
moving charge, Eq.( 4.4) reduces to 

COS Ok = 1/ f3n, 

which can be written in a manifestly covariant form 

(pk)= 0 . 

(4.5) 

, (4.6) 

Up to now we suggested that the emitted photon has definite energy and momentum. 
The w~ve function of a photon propagating in vacuum [17] and medium look alike 

. iNeexp [i(kr - wt)J, (ek) = o, e2 = 1, (4.7) 

where lkl ~ w/c and lkl = w/en for the motion in vacuum and medium, resp., N is the 
real normalization constant. and· e is the photon polarization vector lying in the plane 
passing through k and f( 

Cp=-cosok; Cz=sinOk, Cq,=0, (ek)=O. (4.8) 

The photon wave function ( 4. 7) identified with the cla;ssical vector potential is obtained 
in the following way. We take, the positive-frequency part of the second-quantized vector 
potential operator and apply.it' to the coherent state with the fixed k. The eigenvalue 
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of this VP operator is just (4.7). Below we show that gauge invariance permits one to 
present a wave function in the form having the form of a classical vector potential 

iN'pµexp(ikx), (pk)= 0. (4.9) 

where N' is another real constant. Now we take into account that photons described by 
the wave function ( 4. 7) are created by the axially symmetric current of a moving charge. 
According to Glauber ([18], Lecture 3), to obtain VP in the coordinate representation, 
one should make superposition of the wave functions ( 4. 7) by taking into account the 
relation (4.6) which tells us that that photon is emitted at the Cerenkov angle Ok defined 
by (4.5). This superposition is given by · 

Aµ(x) = iN' j pµexp(ikx)J(pk)d3k/w. 

The factor 1/w is introduced using the analogy with the photon wave function in vacuum 
where it is needed for the relativistic covariance of Aw The expression pµd(pu) is (up 
to non-essential factor) the Fourier transform of the classical current of the uniformly 
moving charge. This current creates photons ix{ coherent states which are observed ex
perimentally. In particular, they are manifested as a classical electromagnetic radiation. 
We rewrite Aµ in a slightly extended form 

Aµ= iN' j pµ exp [ i(kr - wt)]J[~: (1 - f3n cos 0)] ~ def>d cos 0wdw. ( 4.10) 

Introducing the cylindrical coordinates (r = pnp + ziiz), we present kr in the form 

- w ; 
kr= -[psin0cos(ef>- </>r) + zcos0]. 

c,, 

Inserting this into (4.10) we get 

Aµ(r, t) = iN"j pµexp [iw( l.. cos0k - t)]exp[iw psin Ok cos(</>- </>r)]d</>dw, 
c,, . Cn 

where N" is the real modified normalization constant and ef>r is the azimuthal angle in 
the usual space. Integrating over ef> one gets 

00 

A0 (r,t) = Az(r,t)//3, Az(r,t) = j exp(-iwt)Az(r,w)dw, 
0 

where 
21riN" iw w 

Az(r,w) = -.-0-exp(-cos0kz)Jo(-psin0k)-
sm k c,, Cn 

(4.11) 

We see that Az(r,w) is the oscillating function of the frequency w without a pronounced 
J- type maximum. In the r,t representation Az(r,t) (and, therefore, photon's wave 
function) is singular on the Cerenkov cone vt - z = Phn 

ReAz = 21rN"pz-fsinw(t-z/v)Jo(wpsin0k)dw = 
. c,,, 

0 14 

=21rN"p,[( )2v 2/ 2p128((z-vt)2-p2/;~), 
z - vt - p 'Yn 

lmAz = 21rN"pz f cosw(t - z/v)JotP sin0k)dw = 
Cn 

= 21r N"p. fp2 h;. - (: - vt)2]1/2 0(p2 /;~ - ( z - vt)2) 

Despite the fact that the wave function (5.10) satisfies free wave equation and does 
not contain singular Neumann functions N0 (needed to satisfy Maxwell equations with a 
moving charge current in their r.h.s. ), its real part (which, roughly speaking, corresponds 
to the classic electromagnetic potential) properly describes the main features of the VC 
radiation. 

4.1 Choice of polarization vector 

The Maxwell equations in medium with the constant c and µ are given by 

divB = 0, curlE = _! oB 
Cat' 

divD = 41rp, curlH = ! oD 41r _ 
cat+-;;-}, 

D = cE, i1 = µii. 
The first two Maxwell equations are satisfied if we put 

B = curlA, - 1 ·-E = -v'<I> - -A. 
C 

Then, two other equations give equations for A and <I> 

l 82 
(.6. - --)A - 41rp-, l 82 41r 

(.6. - --)<I>= --p. c~ f)t2 - --c-J, c~ ot2 c 

These electromagnetic potentials meet the following gauge condition: 

. - t:µo<I> 
dzvA+--

0 
=0 . 

C t 

We apply the gauge transformation 

- - - 1 A ➔ A'= A+ v'x, <I> ➔ <I>'= <I>- -j. 
C 

to the vector potential (4. 7) which plays the role of the photon wave function. We chose 
the generating function x in the form 

· X = 0 exp [i(kr - wt)], 

where o will be determined later. Thus, 

A'= (Ne+ iok) exp [i(kr - wt)], <I>'= iwo/ cexp [i(kr - wt)], 
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where e is given by (4.8). We require the disappearance of the p component of A'. This 
~~ . . 

N 
o = ik cotO,.. 

The nonvanishing components of A' are given by 

A: = . No exp [i(kr - wt)], 
sm k 

A~= N cot81cexp(i(kr-wt)]. 
n 

It is easy to see that A: = /JA~. This completes the proof of ( 4.9). 

5 Space distribution of Fourier ,eomponents 

The Fourier transform of the vector potential on the sphere S0 °of the radius ~ is given 
by 

e j'0 dz ~w z 
ReA.., = 2rrc Zcos[--;;;::-(,an + Z)], 

-to · 

e 1'0 

dz . ~ z lmA..,=-- -sm(-(-+Z)] 
2rrc Z Cn /Jn 

(5.1). 
-<o 

Here Z = ( l + z 2 - 2z cos 8) 1/
2. For z0 < < ~ these expressions should be compared with 

the real and imaginary parts of Tamm's approximate VP (2'.2): 

RA e/Jq w~ e w = --cos(-"--O) 
rr~w Cn , 

lmA.., = - e/Jq sin(w~) 
rr~w Cn · 

These quantities are evaluated (in units e/2rrc) for 

w~ 
- = 100, /3 = 0.99, n = l.334, to = 0.1 

Cn 

(5.2) 

(see Figs. 11, 12). We observe that angular distributions ofVPs (5.1) and (5.2) practically 
coincide having maxima on the small part of S0 in the neighbourhood of cosO = 1//Jn
It is this minor difference between (5.1) and (5.2) that is responsible for the Cerenkov 
radiation which is described only by Eq. (5.1). 
Now we evaluate the angular dependence of VP (5.1) on the sphere S0 for the case when 
zo practically coincides with ~ ( t = 0.98). Other parameters remain the same. We see 
( Fig. 13) that angular distribution fills the whole sphere S0 • There is no pronounced 
maximum in the vicinity of cos 8 = 1//Jn-
We cannot extend these results to larger z0 as the motion interval will partly lie outsid.e S0 • 

To consider a charge motion on an arbitrary finite interval, we evaluate the distribution 
of VP on the cylinder surface C co-axial with the motion axis. Let the radius of this 
cylinder be p. Making the change of variables z' = z + p sinh x under the sign of integral 
in (2.1), one obtains 

' e jx2 
wp z 1 . 

ReA.., = - cos[-(a+ asmhx+ncoshx)]dx, 
2rrc c p;, v 

XI 
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i 
'J r 
I 

I 
' ( 

~ 
I 

X2 · 

ImA..,=--
2

e fsin[wp( z/3+-/Jisinhx+ncoshx)]dx, (5.3) 
rrc c p · 

. · XI , 

where sinhx1 = -(zo + z)/p, sinhx2 = (zo - z)/p. 
The distributions of ReA.., and ImA.., (in units e/2rrc) on· the surface C as function of 
z = z/p are shown in Figs 14-17 for different values of to = zo/P and p fixed. The 
calculations were made for /3 = 0.99 and wp/c = 100. We observe that for small to the 
electromagnetic field differs from zero only in the vicinity z = 1n, which corresponds to 
cos 8 = 1/ /Jn (Figs. 14 and 15). As to increases, the VP begin to diffuse over the cylinder 
surface. This is illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17 where only the real parts of A.., for to = 1 
and to= 10 are presented (as the behaviour of ReA.., and ImA.., is very much alike (Figs. 
14 and 15 clearly demonstrate this), we limit ourselves to the consideration of ReA,.;). 
We observe the disappearance of pronounced maxima at cos 8 = 1/ /Jn• For the infinite 
motion (z0 ➔ oo) Eqs. (5.3) reduce to 

e /
00 

wp z I . 
ReA.., = - cos[-(-/3 + /3-smhx+ncoshx)]dx, 

2rrc · c p 
-oo 

I mA.., = - 2;c 7 sin[w: ( p~ + ½ sinh x + n c~sh x)]dx 
-oo 

These expressions can be evaluated in the analytical form {see Appendix) 

ReA.., wp . wz wp wz · -
1
- = -rr(Jo(-)sm(-) +No(-)cos{-)], 

e 2rrc v1n v V1n ,v 

for v > Cn and 

lmA.., wp . wz · . wp wz 
-- = rr[No{-)sm(-)- Jo(-)cos(-)] 
e/2rrc v1n v v1n v 

ReA.., wz pw) 
-- = 2 cos(-)Ko(- , 
e/2rrc v V 1n 

lmA.., . (wz) T/ ( pw) --=-2sm - no -
e/2rrc v V1n 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

for v < Cn {remember that ,n = II - /J~j-112). We see that for the infinite charge motion 
the Fourier transform A.., is a pure periodical function of z (and, therefore, of the angle 
8). This assertion does not depend on the p and w values. For example, for wp/v,n >> 1 
one gets 

ReA.., ·.-✓2~rr,n . [w( + p) rr] -- = - --sm - z - - - , 
e/2rrc pw v 1n 4 

lmA.., = -✓2vrr1n cos[~(z + .f!._) _ ~] 
e/2rrc pw v in 4 

for v > Cn and 

ReA.., = ✓2vrr1n costz) exp(- pw ), 
e/2rrc pw v · V1n 

ImA.., ✓2vrr,n . (wz) ( pw) --=- --sm - exp--
e/2rrc pw v V,n 

for V < Cn, 
In Fig. 18, by comparing the real part of A.., evaluated according to Eq.(5.4) with 

the analytical expression (5.5) we observe their perfect agreement on the small interval 
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of cylinder C surface (they are indistinguished on the treated interval). The same coin
cidence is valid for ImAw .. 
The absence of pronounced maxima of potentials and field strengths for the charge motion 
on the finite interval may qualitatively be understood as follows. We begin with the exact 
equations (3.1) and (3.3) for the field strengths and potentials in the space-time represen
tation. Making inverse Fourier transform from them, we arrive at Eqs. (5.1)-(5.5) of this 
section. Now, if the charge motion takes place on the small space interval, field strengths 
and potentials (3.1) and (3.3) have singularities on a rather small space-time interval (as 
the Cerenkov beam is thin in this case). Therefore, Fourier transforms of (3.1) and (3.3) 
should be different from zero in the limited space region. For the charge motion on a 
large interval field strengths and potentials (3.1) and (3.3) have singularities in a larger 
space-time domain (as the Cerenkov beam is rather broad now). Consequently, Fourier 
transforms of (3.1) and (3.3) should be different from zero in a larger space region. 
By comparing (5.4) with (5.5) and (5.6) we recover integrals which, to the best of our 
knowledge are absent in the mathematical literature (see Appendix). 

6 Discussion 

So far, our conclusion on the absence of a Cerenkov radiation in Eqs.(2.2) and (2.3) was 
proved only for the dispersion-free case (as only in this case we have exact solution). At 
this moment we are unable to prove the same result in the general case with dispersion. 
We see that Tamm's formulae describe evolution and interference of two BS shock waves 
emitted at the beginning and at the end of the charge motion and do not contain the 
Cerenkov radiation. · 

Now the paradoxical results of Refs. (10,11], where the Tamm's formulae were inves
tigated numerically become understandable. Their authors attributed the term Jch in 
Eqs. '(2.4) to the interference of the bremsstrahlung shock waves emitted at the moments 
of instant acceleration and deceleration. Without knowing that Cerenkov radiation is 
absent in Tamm's equati~ns (2.2) they concluded that the Cerenkov radiation is a result 
of the interference of the above BS shock waves.We quote them: 

"Summing up, one can say that radiation of a charge moving with the light velocity along 
the limited section of its path (the Tamm problem) is the result of interference of two 
bremsstrahlungs produced in the beginning and at the end of motion. This is especially 
clear when the charge moves in vacuum where the laws of electrodynamics prohibit radiation 
of a charge moving with a constant velocity. In the Tamm problem the constant-velocity 
charge motion over the distance I between the charge acceleration and stopping moments 
in the beginning and at the end of the path only affects the result of interference but does 
not cause the radiation. 

As was shown by Tamm [1] and it follows from our paper the radiation emitted by the. 
charge moving at a constant velocity over the finite section of the trajectory I has the 
same characteristics in the limit I ➔ oo as the VCR in the Tamm-Frank theory [6]. Since 
the Tamm-Frank theory is a limiting case of the Tamm theory, one can consider the same 
conclusion is valid for it as well. 

Noteworthy is that already in 1939 Vavilov [10] expressed his opinion that deceleration of 
the electrons is the most probable reason for the glow observed in Cerenkov's experiments". 
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(We left the numeration of references in this citation the same as it was in Ref. [10]). 
We agree with the authors of [10,11] that Tamm's approximate formulae (2.2) and (2.3) 
can be interpreted as the interference between two BS waves. This is due to the fact that 
Tamm 's formulae do not describe the Cerenkov radiation properly. On the other hand, 
exact formulae found in (12] contain both the Cerenkov radiation and bremsstrahlung 
and cannot be reduced to the interference of two BS waves. 
Further, we insist that Eq.(1.2) defining the field strength maxima in the Fourier rep
resentation is valid when the point charge moves with the velocity v > en on the finite 
space interval small compared with the sphere radius ~ (z0 << ~). When the value 
of z0 is compared or larger than Ro, the pronounced maximum of the Fourier transforms 
of the field strengths at the angle cos 0 = 1 / /Jn disappears. Instead, m~ny maxima of 
the same amplitude distributed over the finite region of space arise. In particular, for 
the infinite charge motion the above mentioned Fourier transforms are highly oscillating 
functions of space variables distributed over the whole space. Thus, Eq. (1.2) cannot be 
used for the identification of the Cerenkov radiation on large motion intervals. 
However, in the usual space-time representation field strengths in the absence of dis
persion have a singularity at the angle cos0 = 1//Jn- When the dispersion is taken 
into account, many maxima in the angular distribution of field strengths (in the usual 
space-time representation) appear, but the main maximum is at the same position where 
Cerenkov singularity lies in the absence of dispersion ([8]). 

It should be noted that doubts on the validity of Tamm 's formula ( 1.2) for the max
imum of Fourier components were earlier pointed out by D.V. Skobeltzyne [19] on the 
grounds entirely different from ours. We mean the so-called Abragam-Minkowski contro
versy between photon energy and its momentum. 

7 Appendix 

We start from the Green function expansion in the cylindrical coordinates 

G (~ -,) _ 1 exp(-iknlr- r'j _ 
w r, r - 41r Ir- r'I -

oo 1 kn 

- 2::Cmcosm(ef>-¢>'){~ j dk,exp(k,(z-z')]Gm(Il(p,p')+ 
m=O 7l"t -kn 

-kn oo 

+ 2!2 ( j + j)dk, exp(k,(z - z')]Gm 12l(p,p')}, 
-oo kn 

where 

Gm 11>(p<,P>) = Jm(✓k~ -k;p<)H,~>(✓k~ - k;p>), 

Gm 12>(p<,P>) = lm(✓k:- k~p<)A"m(✓k: - k~p>)

The Fourier component of VP satisfies the equation 

(Ll + k~)A.., = - 4
1r j..,, 

. C 

J9 

(:1.1) 



where kn= w/cn > 0 arid iw = o(x)o(y)exp(-iwz/v)/2rr The solution of (A.I) is given 
by 

Aw= ~! Gw(r, r')jw(r')dV' = 

= -i1rexp(-iwz/v)HJ2>tP J/3~ -1) 
V 

for f3n > 1 and 

= 2exp(-iwz/v)K0 (wp J1 - /3~) 
V 

for f3n < 1. Separating the real and imaginary parts, we arrive at (5.5). Equating (5.4) 
and (5.5) and collecting terms at sin(wz/v) and cos(1.1.,•z/v), we get the integrals 

00 J costP sinh x) sintP cosh x)dx = 
O V Cn 

J
oo w wp dx Joo wp . wp dx 

= cos(_ex)sin(-vx2+1) v'x2+T = cos(-~)sm(-x) yx2-=1 = 
V Cn x 2 + 1 V Cn X - 1 0 1 

rr wp r;;:,--; 
= 75_Jo(-:;;v /3~ - 1) 

for v > Cn and = 0 for v < Cn, 

00 

J wp . wp 
cos(- smh x) cos(- cosh x)dx = 

0 V , Cn 

J
oo wp wp ~ dx Joo wp ·,;,--;- wp dx 

= cos(-x)cos(-vx2 + 1) VX2+l = cos(-vx2 - l)cos(-x) c,;--.,; = 
V Cn x 2 + 1 V Cn V x2 - 1 0 _ 1 

rr wp~ = --No(- /32 - 1) 2 V n 

for v > Cn and = Ko(7Xal - /3~) for v < Cn, As we have mentioned, we did not find 
these integrals in the avai able mathematical literature. 
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Figure 1. Position of shock waves at the fixed moment of time. BS1 and BS2 are 
bremsstrahlung shock waves emitted at the points 'fzo of the z axis. The solid segment 
between the lines z = P'Yn - zo and z = P'Yn + zo is the Cerenkov shock wave (CSW). 
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Figure 2. Time evolution of shock waves on the surface of the sphere S

0
• For small 

times the BS shock wave occupies only back part of S0 (curve 1). For larger times 
the BS shock wave begin to fill the front part of S0 as well (curve 2). The jumps of 
BS shock waves are finite. The jump becomes infinite when the BS shock wave meets 
CSW (curve 3). A, is in units e/ Ro, time T =et/Ro 
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Figure 3. Further time evolution of shock waves on the surface of the sphere So. 
The amplitude of Cerenkov's shock wave is infinite while BS shock waves exhibit finite 
jumps._ 
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Figure 4. Position of CSW and BS shock waves at the moment when CSW touches 
the sphere So only at one point. 
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Figure 5. The Cerenkov post-action and BS shock waves after the moment when 
CSW has left So. 
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Figure 7. Further time evolution of BS shock waves on the surface of the sphere S0 • 

After some moment BS shock wave begin to fill only the back part of S0 • Numbers I 
and 2 mean BS1 and BS2 shock waves, resp. 
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Figure 8. Time evolution of BS shock wave~ according to Tamm's approximate 
picture. The jumps of BS shock waves are finite. After some moment BS shock 
waves fill both the back and front parts of So (curves 2 and 3). 
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Figure 9. Position of the BS shock wave in Tamm's approximate picture at the 
moment when its jump is infinite. 
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Figure 11. The real part of the VP Fourier tral)sform (in units e/21rc) on the surface 
of So for co = zo/ Ro = 0.L The radiation field differs essentially from zero in the 
neighborhood of the Cerenkov critical angle cos0c = l//3n. The solid and dotted 
curves refer to the exact and approximate formulae (2.1) and (2.2), resp. It turns out 
that a small clifference of the Fourier transforms is responsible for the appearance of 
the Cerenkov radiation in the spa9e-time representation. 
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Figure 12. The same as in Fig. 11, but for the imaginary part of VP. 
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Figure 13. The real and imaginary parts of Aw for <o = 0.98. The el~ctromagnetic 
radiation is distributed over the whole sphere S0 . 
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Figure 14. The real part of Aw on the cylind<'r C surface for t.11<' ratio of t.Jw intrrval 
motion to the cyli'nder radius co= 0.1. The electromagnetic radial.ion differs fro111 z,•ro 
in the neighborhood of z = "'fn, that corresponds to cos O, = l/ /3,. on t.J,r spll<'r<' (: is 
in units p, Aw in units e/21rc). 
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Figure 16. The same as in Fig. 14, bu.t for (o == I. There is no sharp''radiation 
miximum'at "the ri;ighbo~hood qf ~ == 'Yn• 
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Figure 17. The same as in Fig. 14, but for , 0 == 10. There is no radiation maximum 
at the neighborhood of:: == 'Yn and the radiation is distributed over the large:: int.erval. 
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evaluated according to Eq.(5.4) for ro == 10 and according to Eq.(5.5) for the infinit<' 
motion interval are indistinguishable. 
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AcpaHaCheB r.H., KapTaBeHKO B.r., CTenaHOBCKIIH IO.IT. E2-99-5 
0 Ja,uaqe TaMMa B TeopIIII ll3n}"Iemrn BaBHflOBa-qepeHKOBa 

L{aH aHanll3 ll3BeCTHOH 3a,uatJI1 TaMMa, KOTOpID! OrIIIChIBaeT )lBH)KeHHe 3ap51)KeH
HOH tJaCTIIUhl Ha KOHetJHOM llHTepBane co CKOpOCThIO, npeBbIUiaIOIUeii CKOpOCTh 
CBeTa B BemecTBe. J,fa cpaBHeHII51 npH6flll)KeHHhIX cpopMyn TaMMa C TOtJHh!Mll 
cne)lyeT, 'ITO cpopMynhI TaMMa He OrIIICh!B~IOT a,ueKBaTHO qepeHKOBCKOe II3n}"IeHIIe. 
TaK)Ke npoattanII3HpoBaHa II3Becrnru1 cpopMyna TaMMa cos BT = 1 / ~n, onpe)len5110-

mru1 MaKCIIMYM <l>ypbe-KOMrIOHeHT Hanp51)KeHHOCTeii non51. qIIcneHHhlH aminII3 
noKa3hIBaeT, 'ITO <l>yphe-KOMrIOHeHThl nanp51)KeHHOCTeii non51 IIMeIOT tJeTKO Bhipa
)KeHflhIH MaKCIIMYM npII B = BT TOflhKO )ln51 )lOCTaTOtJHO Manoro llHTepBana )lBll)Ke-

. Hll51 3ap51)KeHHOH tJaCTIIUhl. C yBenI1tJe1meM llHTepBana )lBll)KeHII51 rI051Bn51eTC51 MB Oro 
MaKCIIMYMOB. L{n51 )lBll)KeHII51 Ha 6ecKOHetJHOM llHTepBane uanp51)KeHH0CTll non51 
COCT051T ll3 6eCKOHetJHOro tJIIcna MaKCIIMYMOB O)lllHaKOBOH aMrinllTY)lhl. KBaHTOBhlH 
aHanII3 cpopMym1 TaMMa npIIBO)lllT K TeM )Ke pe3ynhTantM. 

Pa6orn BhmonHeua B Jla6oparnpIIH TeoperntJecKoii q>II3IIKII HM. H.H.Eoron10-
60Ba 0115111. 

npenpHHT 061.e)lHHeHHOro HHCTHTYTa imepHblX HCCJle)lOBaHHH. ,lly6Ha, 1999 

Afanasiev G.N., Kartavenko V.G., Stepanovsky Yu.P. E2-99-5 
On Tamm's Problem in the Vavilov-Cerenkov Radiation Theory 

We analyse the well-known Tamm's problem treating the charge motion 
on a finite space interval with the velocity exceeding light velocity in medium. 
By comparing Tamm's approximate formulae with the exact ones we prove that 
the former do not properly describe Cerenkov radiation terms. We also investigate 
Tamm's formula cos BT= I /~11 defining the position of the maximum of the field 

strengths in the Fourier representation. Numerical analysis of the Fourier 
components of field strengths shows that they have a well pronounced maximum 
at B = BT only for the charge motion on the sufficiently small interval. As 

an interval grows, many maxima appear. For the charge motion on an infinite 
interval there is infinite number of maxima of the same amplitude. The quantum 
analysis of Tamm's formula leads to the same results. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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